WHAT’S ON
SUMMER 2021

PLAN
PLAN
YOUR
YOUR
VISIT
VISIT
vanartgallery.bc.ca

WELCOME
WE'RE SO GLAD
YOU'RE HERE!
VANCOUVER ART GALLERY

750 Hornby Street
Vancouver BC V6Z 2H7
vanartgallery.bc.ca

GALLERY HOURS

MON:
TUE:
WED:
THU:
FRI:
SAT:
SUN:

10 AM–5 PM
12 PM–8 PM (by donation from 5-8 PM)
10 AM–5 PM
10 AM–5 PM
12 PM–8 PM
10 AM–5 PM
10 AM–5 PM

BOOK TICKETS

Purchase your timed-entry tickets online at
etickets.vanartgallery.bc.ca
Access multi-media guides and learning tools for select exhibitions by
scanning QR Codes in the Gallery or by visiting exhibition webpages
at vanartgallery.bc.ca
Publication available in the Gallery Store

MEMBERSHIP
Become a Gallery Member to get unlimited admission to every exhibition
and more!
Join today in person at the Membership Desk, by phone at 604.662.4711
or online at vanartgallery.bc.ca/membership.

KEEP IN TOUCH
customerservice@vanartgallery.bc.ca
@vanartgallery
/vancouverartgallery
@vanartgallery

ACCESSIBILITY
The Vancouver Art Gallery is wheelchair accessible. Street-level
access is available through the Hornby and Robson Street entrances.
Wheelchairs are available to visitors on a first-come, first-served basis,
or can be reserved in advance by calling 604.662.4700. A Service Animal
may accompany visitors to all public areas of the Gallery.

BEFORE YOU BEGIN
YOUR EXPERIENCE

We care about you and your safety. Since re-opening, procedures
have been put in place to ensure that the Vancouver Art Gallery is
safe, sanitized and ready to welcome all visitors, volunteers and
staff. The Gallery’s health and safety protocols follow the latest
health, safety and cleaning measures as outlined by government
agencies and health industry experts. We have also increased
these standards by requiring masks. Our protocols are designed to
help everyone feel and stay safe and visit us with confidence.
To ensure the well-being of all visitors, volunteers and staff:
• Do not visit the Gallery if you are not feeling well.
• Provide contact information at the Admissions Desk, if purchasing
a ticket on-site. If you have booked your ticket online or completed
the Gallery’s self-assessment checklist in advance, this contact
tracing step has already been completed.
• Wear a mask or facial cover during your entire visit (a
requirement). If you do not have a mask, disposable ones are
available for $1 at the Gallery.*
• Follow all posted health and safety guidelines.
• Arrive no earlier than 10 minutes before your scheduled time to
avoid crowding.
• Keep coats and personal items with you. Coat Check will be open
for oversized bags only.
• Do not gather in groups outside of your normal “social circle,” or
bubble. Recommended group size is up to 6 persons.
• Remain at least 2 metres (6 feet) apart from other visitors
at all times.
• Be patient as there are a limited number of visitors allowed in the
Gallery spaces, elevators and washrooms at any time.
• Use hand sanitization stations located throughout the building.
• Cover coughs and sneezes with a tissue; if no tissue is available,
use your elbow.
*Exceptions to the mask policy are those with medical issues or
disabilities prohibiting the use of masks or those under 5 years old.
Religious coverings and face shields are welcome.

For the Gallery's complete health and safety guidelines, visit
https://www.vanartgallery.bc.ca/exhibitions/know-before-you-visit
For all additional inquiries, please contact
customerservice@vanartgallery.bc.ca

EXHIBITIONS
ON VIEW 2021
2ND FLOOR

VANCOUVER SPECIAL:
DISORIENTATIONS AND ECHO
MAY 29 - JANUARY 2, 2022

1ST FLOOR

SUN XUN: MYTHOLOGICAL TIME
FEBRUARY 20 - SEPTEMBER 6, 2021
STORIES THAT ANIMATE US
FEBRUARY 20 - SEPTEMBER 6, 2021
PICTURES AND PROMISES
FEBRUARY 20 - SEPTEMBER 6, 2021

1100 WEST GEORGIA STREET

OFFSITE: EVANN SIEBENS + KEITH DOYLE
APRIL 9 - OCTOBER 11, 2021

UPCOMING
EXHIBITIONS
EDITH HEATH AND EMILY CARR: FROM THE EARTH
JULY 10, 2021 - MARCH 13, 2022
JAN WADE: SOUL POWER
JULY 10, 2021 - MARCH 13, 2022
GROWING FREEDOM: THE INSTRUCTIONS OF YOKO ONO
/ THE ART OF JOHN AND YOKO
OCTOBER 9, 2021 - MAY 1, 2022
Enhance Your Exhibition Experience
Using your handheld device, scan the QR codes in
the exhibition spaces to access additional content

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR VISIT
EAT, DRINK AND SHOP
1931 GALLERY BISTRO
1931gallerybistro.com
1931 Gallery Bistro is the perfect spot for a quick bite, a midexhibition coffee, a leisurely lunch or dinner.
SUN-THU: 11 AM–8 PM
FRI-SAT: 11 AM–10 PM
HAPPY HOUR: 4–6 PM
GALLERY STORE
shop.vanartgallery.bc.ca
Take a piece of the exhibition home with you! Visit the Gallery Store to
find a wide range of items inspired by the exhibitions.
FRI:
12–8 PM
MON: 10 AM–5:30 PM
SAT: 10 AM–5:30 PM
TUE:
12–8 PM
SUN: 10 AM–5:30 PM
WED: 10 AM–5:30 PM
THU: 10 AM–5:30 PM
ART RENTAL & SALES
artrentalandsales.com
Art Rental & Sales has over a 1,000 contemporary artworks by a
juried selection of artists from British Columbia—all available for
rent or purchase.
MON-FRI : 10 AM–5 PM (by appointment only)
EXPERIENCE THE GALLERY FROM HOME

Get creative as a family with Art At
Home, a series of digital Family
Programs inspired by the work of
artists in the Gallery’s permanent
collection and exhibitions. Experience
the power of storytelling through art
and discover a new activity that you
can try with your family!

Stream live and interactive
conversations into your home,
featuring local and international
arts communities! Art Connects is
a series of online gatherings that
encourages dialogue and
connection in the era of physical
distancing.

Lead Sponsor

Visionary Partner for
Community Access

Presented By

Visionary Partner for
Community Access

Jane Irwin
& Ross Hill

1ST FLOOR

SUN XUN: MYTHOLOGICAL TIME

FEBRUARY 20 - SEPTEMBER 6, 2021

ORGANIZED BY THE VANCOUVER ART GALLERY AS AN INITIATIVE OF
THE INSTITUTE OF ASIAN ART, CURATED BY DIANA FREUNDL, INTERIM
CHIEF CURATOR/ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR

Sun Xun employs painting, printmaking and animation to
produce ambitious works that contend with notions of time
and history, fantasy and reality, ideology and myth. In his
highly imaginative video installation Mythological Time (2016),
Sun takes viewers on a journey through his hometown of
Fuxin in northern China, a coal-mining centre facing the
depletion of its economic lifeblood. A symbol of
modernization and prosperity, coal fired China’s rapid growth
in the latter half of the 20th century. The video begins in
Fuxin, but subsequently morphs into a post-industrial
landscape, eventually encompassing other narratives of
places that have shared similar fates, across time.
In his latest work, Mythology or Rebellious Bone (2020), an
epic 31-metre scroll, Sun proposes a sequel to his video
installation. Here history transforms itself into mythical
folklore, comprised of Buddhist deities and fictional gods, and
where humans disappear without a trace. References to
Chinese legends intermix with the artist’s own imaginings to
create lively narratives of a land after time.

#MythologicalTime

Sun Xun, Mythology or Rebellious Bone, 2020 (detail), ink, gold leaf, natural colour pigment on paper,
Courtesy of the Artist and ShanghART Gallery

Major Sponsor

1ST FLOOR

PICTURES AND PROMISES

FEBRUARY 20 - SEPTEMBER 6, 2021
ORGANIZED BY THE VANCOUVER ART GALLERY IN COLLABORATION
WITH CAPTURE PHOTOGRAPHY FESTIVAL AND CO-CURATED BY GRANT
ARNOLD, AUDAIN CURATOR OF BRITISH COLUMBIA ART, AND EMMY LEE
WALL, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, CAPTURE PHOTOGRAPHY FESTIVAL

#PicturesAndPromises
Drawn from the Vancouver Art Gallery’s rich photographic
holdings, Pictures and Promises focuses on lens-based works
that employ the structures, conventions and formal qualities
used in mass media, fashion and advertising. The works then
deploy these strategies to play on collective understandings
of the world around us and to investigate the iconography of
consumerism. Given advertising’s shift from denotative to
connotative meaning, both artistic and commercial
production have created chains of signification to imply
meaning that surpasses the work or object itself.
The title of this exhibition directly references the 1981
exhibition of the same name: Pictures and Promises: A Display
of Advertisings, Slogans and Interventions, curated by artist
Barbara Kruger. On view at The Kitchen in New York from
January 8 to February 5, 1981, the exhibition combined
advertisements, television commercials, posters, commercial
photography and corporate signage with works of art,
proposing that the ways in which “artists have chosen to
engage the codes of advertising aesthetics suggests the ease
of popular visual language.” Due to the inherent relationship
between photography and reproduction, lens-based works
are uniquely positioned to make visible the representation and
repetition reinforced by the commercial realm. By discreetly
or overtly conjuring commercial advertising, artists in this
exhibition offer an analysis of the ways in which images
function in society and that meaning is created and
disseminated.
O Zhang, We are all the Future of the Earth, 2008, inkjet print, Collection of the Vancouver Art Gallery,
Gift of the Artist

Major Sponsor

Community Partner

1ST FLOOR

STORIES THAT ANIMATE US

FEBRUARY 20 - SEPTEMBER 6, 2021

ORGANIZED BY THE VANCOUVER ART GALLERY AND CURATED BY ZOË
CHAN, ASSISTANT CURATOR AND DIANA FREUNDL, INTERIM CHIEF
CURATOR/ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR

Storytelling—its scope and ongoing significance—lies at the
heart of Stories that animate us, a dynamic and compelling
exhibition developed formally and thematically in
conversation with Sun Xun’s Mythological Time. Highlighting a
rich selection of works on paper and animations, Stories that
animate us draws from a diverse range of oral histories,
narratives, knowledge systems and cosmologies.
Whether evoking the spirit world, delving into the depths of
their imagination or endeavouring to make meaning from
historical and current events, the featured artists reflect on
such existential themes as culture, community, memory,
morality and identity in order to speak to the past, present
and future. Stories that animate us invites the public to reflect
on the importance of storytelling in their lives while asking:
What stories inspire you, what stories need to be told and
which will you pass on?
Featured artists include Robert Davidson, Francisco de Goya,
Jérôme Havre, David Hockney, Cindy Mochizuki, Ed Pien,
Osvaldo Ramirez Castillo, Marina Roy, Royal Art Lodge,
Cauleen Smith, Amanda Strong, Camille Turner, Howie Tsui
and Joyce Wieland.

#StoriesThatAnimateUs

Jérôme Havre, Cauleen Smith and Camille Turner, Triangle Trade, 2017, HD video, Courtesy of the Artists

2ND FLOOR

VANCOUVER SPECIAL:
DISORIENTATIONS AND ECHO
MAY 29 - JANUARY 2, 2022
ORGANIZED BY THE VANCOUVER ART GALLERY AND CURATED BY
GUEST CURATORS PHANUEL ANTWI, JENEEN FREI NJOOTLI, JENN
JACKSON AND CHRISTIAN VISTAN WITH GRANT ARNOLD, AUDAIN
CURATOR OF BRITISH COLUMBIA ART

Vancouver Special: Disorientations and Echo is the second in
what is envisioned as a series of exhibitions intended to
provide an expansive look at contemporary art in the Greater
Vancouver region. For the 2021 version of Vancouver Special,
primary emphasis is on recent works that hold a particular
resonance for this time and place that have not been
previously exhibited in Vancouver. The exhibition reflects the
activity of both artists at an early point in their career and
more established artists whose practices span several
decades. Encompassing a variety of media, scale and modes
of presentation, the artworks that comprise the exhibition
address themes that include cultural resilience, the
articulation of suppressed histories, the imagining of
emancipated futures, the performance of identity and
embodied knowledge.
Since its founding, the Vancouver Art Gallery has regularly
organized group exhibitions representing the current activity
of artists in the region. Building on this history, which began
with the BC Annual exhibitions (1932–68) and continued with
significant curatorial projects of recent decades, the
Vancouver Special exhibitions will occur every three to five
years with the intention of offering a sustained engagement
with the diverse communities of contemporary artists who
make Vancouver a dynamic centre of cultural production.
The first iteration of this series, Vancouver Special: Ambivalent
Pleasures, was exhibited at the Vancouver Art Gallery from
December 3, 2016 to April 16, 2017.
Whess Harman, the lowest bar, 2021, text on vinyl banner, Courtesy of the Artist

Major Sponsor

Supporting Sponsors
Phil Lind
The Poseley Family
Bruce Munro Wright
Joanie Anderson

Media Partners

1100 WEST GEORGIA STREET

OFFSITE:
EVANN SIEBENS + KEITH DOYLE
APRIL 9 - OCTOBER 11, 2021
ORGANIZED BY THE VANCOUVER ART GALLERY ON BEHALF OF THE
CITY OF VANCOUVER’S PUBLIC ART PROGRAM AND CURATED BY
DIANA FREUNDL INTERIM CHIEF CURATOR/ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR

In a new commission for Offsite, Evann Siebens and Keith
Doyle explore how the moving body, whether in solitude or en
masse, can become a political act. Incorporating image and
sculpture into a multimedia installation, Pedestrian Protest
considers themes of gathering and protest along Georgia
Street—a connective artery that runs through the unceded
territories of the xʷməθkʷəyəm (Musqueam), Sḵwxwú7mesh
(Squamish) and səlilwətaɁɬ (Tsleil-Waututh) nations.
Siebens collaborated with more than 40 local dancers, visual
artists and activists to create media performances that
reference a historical or recent protest. Each collaborator’s
singular artistic voice combines with the others in a chorus of
protest and gathering that maps our changing city. Doyle
responds to this mapping through his sculptural intervention,
referring to the precarious and temporary conditions of
Vancouver’s constantly changing built environment.

#VancouverArtGalleryOffsite #EvannSiebens

Evann Siebens, Butterflies in Spirit–dance group consisting of family members of missing and murdered
Indigenous women and girls #MMIWG, 2021, Photo for multimedia installation, Courtesy of the Artist

Offsite is organi zed by the Vancouver Art Gallery on behal f of the
City of Vancouver Public Art Program. The Gallery recogni zes Ian
Gillespie , President, Westbank; Ben Yeung, Preside nt, Peterson
Investment Group; and the reside nts of the Shangri- La for thei r
support of this space.

MEMBERSHIP

Members Morning, OP Art In Vancouver, October 2020, Photo: Ian Lefebvre, Vancouver Art Gallery

BECOME A MEMBER TODAY TO SUPPORT THE
GALLERY AND ENJOY A FULL YEAR OF ART
As a Gallery Member, you get unlimited visits to all
exhibitions, free guest passes to share, exclusive event
invitations, discounts at the Gallery Store and Bistro, and
much more.
Experience the Galler yas only a member can!

JOIN TODAY
CALL 604.662.4711
CLICK www.vanartgallery.bc.ca/membership
VISIT the Membership Desk
APPLY YOUR ADMISSION TOWARDS A MEMBERSHIP
Present your admission receipt at the Membership Desk
within 7 days of your visit to take advantage of this offer.

THIS IS YOUR GALLERY
The Vancouver Art Gallery is a not-for-profit, charitable
organization supported by its members, individual donors,
corporate funders, foundations, the City of Vancouver, the
Province of British Columbia through the British Columbia Arts
Council, and the Canada Council for the Arts. You’re our biggest
fans and greatest advocates. We’re grateful for your support.
The Vancouver Art Gallery is situated on the unceded territories
of the xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Musqueam), Sḵwxw
̱ ú7mesh (Squamish)
and səlilwətaɬ (Tsleil-Waututh) Nations.

